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Win a ticket to FLMS RAVE Conference
Connect with us on Social Media

1. Like us on Facebook, share our promotional post and tag three teacher friends who you want to go to FLMS RAVE Conference with!

   -OR-

2. Follow us on Twitter, retweet our promotional Tweet, and tag three teacher friends who you want to go to the FLMS RAVE Conference with!

*Special thanks to Valarie Freeman, ACPS Equity Director for her acronym, RAVE*
Other highlights include the Friday afternoon networking social, and Saturday regional meetings, role alike groups, phenomenal baskets, and door prizes.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
For program information, schedule, presenter forms, and exhibitor information please visit: FLMS.org
For Hyatt registration visit: https://aws.passkey.com/go/FLLEAGUEMIDDLESCHOOLS

AMLE Conference Update PLUS

$50 off with our coupon
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AMLE
The Association for Middle Level Education (AMLE) invites you to participate in the most comprehensive and valuable professional learning opportunity available to any educator who works with students ages 10–15. The 45th Annual Conference for Middle Level Education is coming to Orlando, Florida, October 25–27, 2018.

With more than 400 of the brightest minds in education presenting research-based practices in more than 60 different topics, you will return to your school or classroom inspired and equipped with proven strategies to improve instruction and help students achieve. Among the more than 400 conference sessions, you’ll find sessions on using Technology for learning, understanding Young Adolescent Development, student-driven Assessment, Social Emotional Learning (SEL), helping At-Risk Students, STEM, Project-Based Learning, and more than 50 additional topics.

Visit www.amle.org/annual for more conference details.
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